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Frostys and
meal plan on
the mind

ESTABLISHED 1920
A weekly independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Gov. Strickland
visits Bovs State
By St«vt Kunklnr

Ted

Reporter

Strickland
Governor of Ohio
spoke at University
during Boys State

At Monday's meeting
USG discussed the
controversy surrounding meal plan use at
Wendy's | Page 4

A new home
for art
Jerome Library is
hosting several
student-made
sculptures this summer

| Page 4
Artforms:
A Perrysburg
Gallery
Artforms in Perrysburg

MYTHSABOUTTHE
UNIVERSITY SEAL

provides glass, jewelry
and knick-knacks, and
also gives local artists

■ 1. "If you stand on top of the
seal at midnight under a full
moon, then you guys are destined to be together. And then
you can get conveniently married right at Prout Chapel."
— Patrick Hays, Senior,
Student Tour Coordinator

a chance to showcase
their talent | Page 5

M

Coming soon
this summer
Movie critic Vince
Driver previews the
upcoming Blockbuster
summer hits | Page 5

An athlete and
a scholar
University tennis player

■ 2. "Legend has it that couples
who hold hands and walk
around it to the right will
marry, as will couples who
stand on it and kiss. And
beware — students who
stand on it are likely not to
graduate!"
— "Your College Experience
BGSU Expanded Reader
Edition," 2000.

Christine Chiricosta
is a "pro" on the court
and in the classroom

fe

| Page 6

Much ado
about nothing

Michael Orlando and Becky Ricciardi kissed by the
light of a full moon, a nearby bell tolling midnight in
the clear April air.
The smooch, which transpired April 14,2003, was a
reminder of their first kiss, which they had shared just
over a year earlier. The kisses were nearly identical in
setting: it was the same full moon, the same bell tolling
and the same location.
But this kiss ended differently.
When the couple's lips parted and they started walking, Michael dropped to one knee.
It was that night, on the eve of Becky's 20th birthday,
that Michael, a University senior, proposed to Becky, a
junior, next to the University seal.
And it was that night that the stuff of a University
legend became a reality for two business majors in
love.
According to the myth, couples who stand on the
seal in front of McFall Center and kiss at midnight are
destined to be married.
Michael remembered hearing about several myths
of the seal at his freshman orientation. Me said he
thought they were cheesy, but he always remembered
the kissing story.
"I love love, and I love Bowling Green, so it seemed
like a good mix," Michael said, explaining how he and
Becky decided to share their first kiss on the seal while
walking around campus Ian. 28,2002.
"I knew how much 1 loved her even then," he said.
Michael said he wanted to propose to Becky on the
seal because it was a place they both loved.
"I wanted it to be something at Bowling Green," he
said. "I wanted to do something that was just |an| 'us'
kind of thing."
Becky never suspected Michael would propose to
her on the seal.

ON THE WEB: Read more myths
online | http://www.bgsu.edu/orrices/sa/life/traditions/pagell725

SOP

Sworden thinks
By Matt Schoolcraft

Pittsburgh's Crosby's

Reporter

lack of a handshake was
unintentional | Page 6

I

If you were to propose
on campus, where
would it be?

Dominic Munafo, Senior.
Communications
"The Union Oval

n

I

because it would be a
big deal in front of a

Money is a topic of great importance to college students. There
are bills and living expenses to
cover, all while tryingto maintain
a social life with what is left in the
account.
It's time to stop putting off the
job hunt and get out there.
Unfortunately, while more
students are looking for work,
fewer businesses are hiring due
to the dramatic population shift
that occurs every summer in
Bowling Green.
Mark Koldan, general manager
of Mr. Spots, noticed a slight shift
in business, which he said does
affect his hiring.
"Our hours are shorter by about
an hour each day, and the overall
volume isn't there so we do cut
back a little bit so it does affect my
hiring," Koldan said.
Koldan said Mr. Spots generally has few positions open
this time of the year due to the
many employees that stay on

TODAY
Showers
High: 79. Low: 60

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 78, Low: 63

See STATE | Page 3

SEAL

"Our hours are
shorter by about an
hour each day, and
the overall volume
isn't there so we do
cut back a little bit
so it does affect
my hiring."
Mark Koldan | Mr. Spots

after the school year ends.
Gabrielle Crisp, shift supervisor at Panera Bread, also noticed
the shift.
"We usually do decline a little
bit, and we do have students
that go home and then we hire
workers to come in and fill the
gaps and then we keep them
and integrate everything in
together," she said.
Crisp said Panera is always

accepting applications, which are
available through their Web site.
"We just hired four people, and
then we are going to make sure
they get through training and
everything and then we'll probably hire maybe one or two more
people towards the end of July,"
Crisp said. "We like to do it in
spurts to make sure everyone gets
trained properly."
Koldan echoed that sentiment.
He said Mr. Spots will also be hiring in late July to try to get ready
for the rush that comes at the
beginning of the school year.
For those still on the hunt, the
Career Center offers students
resources in finding work.
Peg Bucksky, the job location and development program
coordinator at the Career Center,
talked about the program and its
purpose.
"The job location and development program was started in
April of 2000 at BGSU to work
See JOBS | Page 3

AUINABUZAS

Renovating and restoring
old sneakers and heels
By Hannah Nusser
Reporter

The sole of a shoe can be found in
the heart of downtown Bowling
Green.
Glenn's Shoe Repair is owned
by experienced shoe repairman
Glenn Haught. who's wife Linda
Haught helps out wilh the business.
Glenn got his start in the
shoe repair business 31 years
ago after he opened a Western
store in Bowling Green. Glenn
and his wife learned the trade
through hours of practice and
experience.

Ihi' shop has moved to various locations throughout the 31
years, but is now located downtown at 117 Clay St., next to The
Happy Badger. The business
serves a variety of customers
with an assortment of clothing item dilemmas. Glenn will
repair just about any shoe his
customers bring in, whether it
is women's or men's heels, work
boots or hockey skates.
The Haughts believe repairing
shoes can help their customers
bank accounts.
"It's a lot cheaper than going
See SHOES | Page 3

By Sieve Kunklar
Reporter

For over 15 years, Leadership BG
has been providing individuals
wanting to help in the local community with the opportunity to
do so.
Eariene Kilpatrick, the executive director for Leadership BG,
said the program has room for
around 21 individuals, with participants being selected based
on their leadership potential and
community involvement.
To participate there is a fee of
$390, covering transportation,
supplies, and meals, Kilpatrick
said.
Kilpatrick also described

the program as a one-on-one
opportunity to provide information about how various parts
of the city and how they impact
the local community. This
includes businesses, industries,
and government.
One of the tasks done by the
program is a community project.
Last year the group, as their
community project, worked with
the local teen center to hold a spaghetti dinner, she said. The proceeds went toward the expansion
of the library at the Wood County
Juvenile Detention Center.
Several people from the local
community have gone through
the program, including Dan
Murphy, a mortgage loan officer

"I then give out [the]
scholarship money to
the university of the
awardee's choice."
Dan Murphy | Treasurer

at First Federal Bank and treasurer of Leadership BG, who helps
collect dues for the program.
The executive committee also
gives out scholarships to the
University.
"1 then give out |the| scholarship money to the university of
the awardee's choice to use as
they want," Murphy said.

He also helped raised money
for the cocoon shelters, which
is a battered women's shelter in
Bowling Green.
OthersinvolvedincludeStephen
Meredith, thefirechieffbr Bowling
Green, who has helped by giving
tours of the fire station while giving a summary of what goes on at
the fire station.
Meredith has also helped with
projects in the local community
through the program.
"We created a library out at
the juvenile detention center," he
said. "We provided a good selection of books lincludingl motivational type books, success story
type books, books that help give
them hope."

The city police have also sent
people to attend the program.
Gary Spencer, the chief of police
for Bowling Green, is also the current president of the alumni association of leadership BG.
Spencer went through the program in 2000 and came away
from the experience with a better
understanding of other people's
function in the local community.
In 2000 the group went to
Phoenix Technology, a business
that made plastic pellets for CocaCola bottles, and even volunteered
an entire day at the Black Swamp
Arts Festival, he said.
"It was an interesting
and I'm glad 1 attended,"!
said.

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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FIXING SHOES WITH A SMILE: For 31 years. Glenn Haught has been the proud owner
ol Glenn's Shoe Repair on Clay Street. "We do a little bit o( everything." Haught said. "We try
to fix anything

Local program provides opportunities for community volunteers

lot of people in a big
area." | Page 4

In a press conference following the event, the governor
stressed the difficulty of the
questions the boys answered
during the debate.
"The questions they were
given were very lough questions
under the circumstances, they
handled themselves with confidence and grace," Strickland
said. "Some of them could hold
office and conduct themselves
in a political race, and be very
effective."
Boys Stale began on Saturday
night in Anderson Arena with
several senior members of
Buckeye Boys State addressing
the crowd about the importance of learning the functions
of government.
However, not everything discussed was of a serious nature.
Robert "Bob" Kimball, the
department commander for the
Ohio American Legion, assured
the boys could keep in touch
with anyone they might know
at Buckeye Girls State held in
Ashland, where Kimball will be
heading this weekend.
"If anyone has any notes or

Summer jobs slim for students

Sports Editor Tyler

to anyone anywhere

Buckeye Boys State is off and
running.
The events, which focus on
the boys creating their own city
governments, and include the
organization, procedures, and
operations of state government,
began on Saturday night with
an opening ceremony.
Gov.Ted Strickland addressed
the students prior to debates on
Monday.
During his speech, Strickland
called for the votersat Boys State
to listen closely to what the candidates were debating during
their stump speeches.
The governor also wanted
to assure the boys before their
speech they shouldn't be nervous to speak in front of a
crowd.
"Not to put any pressure on
the candidates, but I will be listening to the debate as well,"
he said.
In his closing remarks after
the debates, Strickland was
impressed by the poise of the
boys running for offices at
this year's event. The governor pointed out the boys did
a great job during the debate,
and could see them running for
office when they were older, but
not too soon.
"I'm glad that none of these
great men are eligible to run for
governor of the great state of
Ohio," he said.
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These Bowling Green businesses
WELCOME all new students and their parents!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

Hours: Mon to Fri 8:30-5:30, Sat 8:30-4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

_
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Preferred
Properties Co.

New & Used Textbooks

Find A Place To Call Home
wvfw.preterredpropertlesco.com

Newly Expanded! Check us out!
530 E. Wooster St

419.353.7732 ®

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?

WE HAVE THE CURE

W>\ Kr.im.1 IM

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Wc have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete renlal listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!]

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC,
319 I . Wooster Street. Howling (Ireen, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

:: ■■ ■ ■
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SEAL
From Page 1

"I don't think I ever would'vc
thought it would've been on
the seal," she said. "I just knew
that whatever he did, it would
be elaborately planned ... everything would have to be perfect."
Michael's plan was elaborate.
So elaborate, in fact, that Becky
was the instigator of their kiss
before he popped the question.
"He tricked me," Becky said,
explaining that they went to the
Union first, and that Michael
parked in the Founders lot so
they would pass the seal on their
way back to the car,
" I said, 'Oh my gosh, it's almost
midnight. We should go kiss on
the seal,'" she said.
But when the couple reached
the seal, Michael's plan was
almost thwarted. Other people
were already standing there.
"I was like, 'No way, this is horrible,'" Michael said. "Of all times
for people to be by the seal, and
I was thinking, 'Gosh, maybe
they'll be there at midnight.'"

BLOTTER
SATURDAY
1:05 P.M.
Laural Adams. 44. of Bowling Green
was cited for operating a vehicle
under the influence.
9:32 A.M.
Barry Clay. 56, of Columbtaville.
Ohio, was cited for littering.

SUNDAY
6 A.M.
Preston White. 52, of Bowling Green
was arrested for assault and resisting arrest. A complainant called
to report White was involved in a
fight. White continued to fight even
after officers arrived, and had to be
pepper sprayed before he stopped
resisting.

MONDAY
5:59 P.M.
Steven Garrett. 36, of Bowling
Green was arrested for domestic
violence after he slapped his 16year-old son once and punched him
twice, causing a 1 to 11/2 inch cut
above his left eye.

TUESDAY
1P.M.
John Burton. 42. of Columbus was
arrested for assault after he was seen
picking up an eight-year-old girl,
shaking her and throwing her into a
hospital room.
2:13 A.M.
Brandon Billiot. 28. of Risingsun,
Ohio, was arrested for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia

But fate would have none of it.
"It was almost like everything
aligned, because they just kind
of kept walking," Michael said. "I
th in k it was definitely fate or luck
on my side."
The stars remained aligned
for Michael and Becky; they
were married lune 25, 2005 in
Mansfield, Ohio.
The next month, Michael
became residence hall director in McDonald Hall, where he
worked for a year. He spent the
next three years as hall director
of Kohl Hall, the dorm where he
and Becky first met.
Today, Michael, 28, is the
director of residence life at
Siena Heights University in
Adrian, Michigan. Becky, 27, is
a project manager for Owen's
Corning in Toledo. They reside
inPerrysburg.
Although they don't live on
campus anymore, Becky said
she and Michael make sure to
stop at the seal when they visit
the University.
"Whether it was midnight or
not, or a full moon or not, it was
just kind of our place," she said.

STATE
From Page 1

letters they would like to give
any of the ladies, I will take
them there," he said.
Among those speaking at
Saturday night's event included Ohio 6th District Hep.
Handy Gardner, who called the
boys at the event the leaders of
today for all of their hard work
and commitment.
"To those who say that the
young people are not up to the
challengelsl today I say come
to Buckeye Boys State." he
said.
Several senior members
of Buckeye Boys State also
addressed the boys, including lerry While, the director of
Buckeye Boys State. White discussed some of the important
duties done by the American
Legion that do not always get
noticed.
This includes Gifts for Yanks,
which helps veterans who are
hospitalized at veteran's affairs
hospitals.

JOBS
From Page 1

with employers in the surrounding areas and assist employers
with their hiring needs by providing them access to qualified,
motivated and career focused
BGSU students to fill part-time
and seasonal vacancies." she
said.
Bucksky recommended studentstakeadvantageofWorkNet,
by continually updating their
account and viewing local job
vacancies listed on the Web site.
"Be proactive, attend Career

SHOES
From Page 1

out and buying new shoes,"
Linda said.
However. Glenn's Shoe
Repair is not strictly shoe repair.
Glenn also does repair work on
a number of items including
purses, belts, baseball gloves
and leather jackets. In addition
to repair work. Glenn and his
wife work mainly with leather
to create such pieces as knife
sheaths, phone cases, tool cases
and pouches for various items.
Glenn is also known to do ortho-

"Every single veteran who is
in the hospital receive|s| a gill,
and most importantly they

including Father Louis Schmit,
a commissioner for Buckeye
Boys State, who served l')t six
years in the Ohio National
Guard and served three tours
split between Germany, Korea
and Bosnia in his 24 yean ol
active duty.
The
event
reminded
Father Schmit of his time as
an instructor, and the event
showed how the members ol
Boys State love their country
through learning about slate.
city and local governments, he
said.
"Ibis event means once
more reaching out to young
people; here they are coining
from all over the state of Ohio
to learn about their country,
Schmit said.

Center workshops, visit the
Student Kuiploymcnt Office
and attend BGSU job fairs,"
Bucksky said. "Students may
also want to check classified
ads, employer Web sites and
even make cold calls."
One dilemma facing some students is whether to get a co-op/
internship in their field which
may be hard to come by and may
offer little to no compensation,
or to get a job unrelated to their
major that will provide money
for the short-term.
Chris Miller, a senior interpersonal communications major,
has been busy filling out appli-

cations with no success up lo
this point.
"I am at the point where I do
not want to takea menial job thai
will have no value to my resume
with post-grad job searching,.
However, without a degree you
are almost forced into taking
a local job, with low pay, and
will not relate to what you plan
on doing for an actual career,
Miller said.
Bucksky said students will
benefit no matter what route
they choose.

pedic work for customers.
While Glenn works on most
projects at the shop downtown,
his wife works out of their
home on the more "tedious"
projects such as putting zippers in leather jackets, putting
elastic in sandals and patching
shoes.
Linda attributes the business's longtime success to their
customers. "I think that |some
people] like to make their
things last longer." Haught
said. "They'll have it repaired
instead of throwing it away and
getting new."
Although Glenn said col-

lege students make up a very,
low percentage of his business,
the shop has a wide customer
demographic.
"It's working class people,
college professors, bankers,
attorneys...a little bit of everybody, really" Glenn said.
While Bowling Green resi
dents make up the majority of
business, people travel from
Prcmont, Defiance, Napoleon
and Findlay to take advantage
of his rare skills. People ranging
from 20 to 80 years of age bring
business to Glenn's. Many arc
loyal customers, whom Glenn
has been servicing for up to

'Either way. students will be

Student Insurance
Room 134 • Health Center Building • Bowling Green State University

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list. .

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.
In the Wednesday. June 3 edition
of The BG News we reported in
the Blotter that Timmothy Purdy of
Bowling Green was cited for operating a vechicle under the influence
and failure to maintain control. The
car invovled in the accident belongs
to Timmothy Purdy. but the driver
who receieved the citation was
Matthew Purdy of Bowling Green.

• All students registered for 8 or more hours on main campus are
required to have health insurance.
• You can enroll in the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance plan via your
MyBGSU web portal, using the "Student Insurance Requirement"
link.
• The waiver form is also located on your MyBGSU web portal.
You can complete the waiver form once you are registered for 8
or more credit hours. After logging into your MyBGSU select Student
Insurance Requirements on the left hand side. Also please print the
conformation page for your records.
The deadline to enroll in or waive out of the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance Plan
is September 4,2009. After this date, the charge to your Bursar bill
WILL NOT be reversible.
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service regardless of

their health insurance coverage.
Visit BGViews.com

Check us out at
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PlavmoreSudofcuanflwinBrlwsat:

PRIZESUDDKUCOM

learning valuable transferable
work skills," Buckskv said.

Phone:419-372-7495 • Fax:419-372-4812 • E-mail: studentins@bgsii.edu
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receive a visitor on Christmas,"
White said. "We try to make
sure everyone who is in the
hospital on Christmas gets a
visitor."
Several veterans were in
attendance Saturday night

17 2009 3

www.bgsti.edu/studentinstirance

thirty years. In fact, Glenn is
now servingthe children ol his
longtime clients.
Trisha Beach, Universlt)
stall member and a customei
tin eight years has had .11 least
a dozen pairs ol shoes and belts
repaired at Glenn's, she -..1 ill
shi' goes 10 Glenn's because
"it's easy, its convenient, It's
right here in town and he ilnrs
a great job."
But lor Glenn, his satisfaction comes when he takes Ins
customers beloved items and
reinvents them.

"It's |ust something thai
makes me feel good when I take

an old pair of shoes and make
them look new again." Glenn
said.

Business at ihe shop remains
steady, although slower in the
summer months and picking
up again in VugUSt. The busiest 1 in it- ul yeat lor the Naughts

IsOctobei through December.
Shoe repair prices range
from Si m $50, depending on
the type ol shoe and the repair
needed. While a pail ol women's heels cusis $8, a pair of
work bouts could he repaired
for about $50, Shoes are
repaired and typically ready to
he picked up within a week.

WINTHROP
TERRACE
SUMMIT
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd (open weekends) • 419-352-9135
www.winthropterrace.com • winthrop@gerdenich.com

— LET US —

PAY THE BILLS!
FREE Gas (Heat/Hot Water & Cooking)
Save $95 per month
FREE Water/Sewer
Save $45 per/month
FREE High Speed Internet
Save $55 per/month
FREE Basic Cable
Save $25 per/month
FREE Trash Pick-up
Save$10per/monMi
FREE DVD Library
Save $15 per/month
FREE Private Shuttle to Campus
Save $30 per/month

Savings per/month
All this, plus: newly remodeled kitchens with
new microwaves and new dishwashers, 2 swimming pools,
referral bonuses, 24 hour maintenance and onsite
laundry facilities. Free candy in office!

Call & Save Today!

"I love love, and I love Bowling Green, so it seemed like a good mix.'
- Michael Orlando. Former IHall Director of Kohl Hall about his proposal to his wife
on the University seal, [see story, pg. 1].

USG discusses
meal plan changes
By Matt Liassc
Reporter

The meal plan controversy regarding Wendy's in the
linion was a hoi topic at the
Undergraduate
Student
Government meeting Monday
night.
At the meeting, President
Sundeep Mutgi presented new
information after meeting with
owner Becky Williams. Mutgi
said there is tension between
Williams and the Universit)
since news broke that students
will not he'able to use meal
plan money at the restaurant,
Williams, who has been
threatening a lawsuit, said it
is discrimination against bei
last food restaurant when
Starbucks and Steak Escape
will still be able to be funded
on Falcon Dollars, (lor more
information on this, read the

lune 10 article "Wendy's to lose
Its flexibility," at www.bgvlews.
com.
According to Mutgi. plans
were reviewed in contracts
before any moves were made,
and he feels Williams has no
Case against the University tor
unlawful actions.
Mutgi also gave details on
some of the recent actions
taken by Williams, including
allegedly posing as a student
on l-acebook, telling other
University students her side
of the administration's recent
decision. Me also said Williams
is planning on closing the restaurant beginning |uly I and
not reopening it until the first

dayol school.
"IWilliams is; ridii ulous in
the wax she behaves, said
USG v.ivisi,! nil i an .it ii»'
meeting,
Mutgi said the rnmoi that
Wendy's is closing lor good is
false. This fall will be ,i test
semester for the new meal
plan changes, and ii anything
goes incredibl) wrong, USG
will woik haul in solve the
problem.
Despite the cont rover sj
surrounding the meal plan
changes, USG supports the
UniversitJ s decision. \\ illiams
was nut available to comment
tn press lime.
kmong other important top
ics discussed at the meeting:
New Position filled
Vice President kevin Basch
announced Andrew \rvaj
will he the new assistant vice
president.
According to Basch, \iv.iv
will he appearing at all ul the
upcoming executive and gen
etiil assembly meetings and
will be connecting senators in
USG to different committees,
"lArvay is| extreme!) qualified," Basch said "1 have no
doubt about him.'
Spirit Support
Student Welfare Senatot
Chris Schiazza presented the
actions he has taken to give
spirit groups priority schedul
ing.
"Cheerleaders, the dance
leant give a lot to the school,'
Schiazza said." I hey give time
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WELCOMING NEW STUDENTS

PEOPLE
ON THE
STREET
If you could propose to
anyone anywhere on campus where would it be?

Sundeep

Mutgi
AlAINABUZAS i IHEBGNEWS

USG Ptesident

0 REG: Seniors Laura Suchomel and Kevin Basch help John Petry and Alewndra Lorne« of
HJIiaid. Ohm figure oul their Orientation and Registration schedules. Suchomel said she is
working with O-Reg because of the passion she has for the University. 'I am in love with BG.
she sard. "I want to spread my love for the campus to new students"

and effort. We can make their
lives easier. Ii doesn't cost (he
University money."
t ai i agreed
Even

though

the

idea

building and Rec Center."

received mixed reactions from
the Other senators, the idea is
set to be taken to the admin

SARAH SUMSKI.
Grad student. Musk
Performance

Istration.
"When looking at football
and basketball, the spirit
team] is actually busier while
giving support for at least five
teams," ( air said.
diving them the privilege
lo he able to schedule classes
around their practices has
been denied in past years. Cart

Unviversity Bookstore offers a five percent
discount to students who pre-order online
By Allison Borg.lt

"Room 105 in the Business
Administration building because
I have a lot of classes there"
LIZ COOPER.

Senior. History

Library Improvements
Senator at Large Clayton
sic wan proposed a beautification plan to add benches,
statues and plains to leionie
I ihraiv 's second floor patio. He
USG
"Right in front of Prout Chapel
because that would be cute."
KELLI MARVEL,
Senior. Tourism and
Event Planning

"Artsy" addition to Jerome Library
By Hannah Sparling
City Edilc

lerome Library, already home to
thousands of books, magazines
and newspapers, now has another item in its inventory — handchiseled sculptures
The sculptures are the final
projects from a stone carving
class. Two days a week last semes
ter, studcnls in the class chipped
at blocks of stone for more titan
two hours at a time. Displayed
in the library, on eight different
pedestals, are the final results of
their work.
One of the sculptures, called
"Grasp." is a hand with open
lingers, emerging from a piece
of marble and grabbing at the
empty air.
Zach Orr, a 2(109 graduate of

same but priced differently. He
said the Bookstore is asking for
about 72 hours to process the
It may only be )une, but local form, and if the information is
bookstores are already prepar- accurate students can receive
ing for fall semester and offering the price difference, plus 25 pertextbook incentives to students. cent more, in cash.
The Bookstore is also offerThe University Bookstore is
offering a five percent discount ing rental textbooks for certain
to students who pre-order their classes, which students can rent
books (new or used) online. at 40 percent of new book pricStudents can pick up theirbooks es. Rental textbooks became
in the Union Multipurpose available in spring 2008, and
Room August 20 through August Overholt said the Bookstore is
31 and avoid shipping and han- the first in Ohio to offer them.
"The whole idea is to keep
dling costs, or they can have the
books delivered to their homes. the cost down for the student,"
Steven Overholt, course Overholt said, explaining that
materials manager at the textbooks must be reasonably
Bookstore, said the discount priced and commited to by facwas first offered in May and ulty members for at least four
will continue to be offered "at semesters in order to become
least through the beginning of rentals.
Overholt said students can
the fall term." He said students
won't be charged until their use the rental books like they
orders are processed in August, own them, and they won't be
and the online return policy is further charged unless they fail
the same as the in-store policy; to turn in the books or return
the last day students have to them in an unusable condition.
In those cases, students are
return their books is August 31.
Overholt said Bookstore staff responsible for recompensating
will be available during fresh- the Bookstore.
Overholt said very few stuman orientation to help new
students learn how to order dents have been billed for nonreturned books.
their textbooks online.
"They have enough new things
"We'll work with Istudents),"
to deal with as a freshman," he he said. "If they can get us a
said. "We will take care of every- replacement book that's reasonable they can do it that way ...
thing for them."
The Bookstore also plans to worst case scenario, they've got
introduce a new price match to buy a new one."
Bob Gilreath, a senior and
program this fall.
"We will match local brick student manager of textbook
and mortar bookstores in town," online services at the Bookstore,
Overholt said. "If you buy |a said he rented a biology book
bookl here and find it in town through the Bookstore and
cheaper we will... give you 125 saved money. 1 le paid $71.50 for
his Biology 205 textbook, which
percent of the difference."
Overholt said if students find cost $178.70 new.
the same books at lower prices
See DISCOUNT! Page 8
in town, they can fill out a form
verifying that the books are the
Reporter

said.

Hut < air had to agree with
a point Senator at Large llyse
Faulk brought to her attention.
It you give it to one organization, you have to give it to
all," Faulk said.
"Thismaybe biased, but band
members have busy schedules
too," Faulk said,

Save time and
money online

"The gazebo between the music

"The Union Oval because it
looks nice and it's in the
center of campus"
MATTHEW PERRY,
Senior Business

i*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on today's People
On The Sueei? Or a suggestion (or
a question7 Give us your feedback at
bgnews.com.

the University and the creator of
Grasp." said he chose to make
a hand because he wanted to
challenge himself, and he also
wanted to create an intense.
realistic pose.

On your mark, get set - lose weight

"I always Uke doing realism, real
istic work." Orr said. "I've never
really been into abstract stuff."
lb make his project even more
authentic, On studied the anatomy of hands, lie learned about
their structure, bones and the
way they work in general lo make
his project a more accurate depiction of life.
"You study the anatomy Intensively ... just so you become more
familiar with the human body.''
he said.
Bach student in the class spent
the entire semester working on
just one project Orrsaid everyone
had lo come up with his or her
own idea right at the beginning.
They drew sketches and made
clay models, and then, alxiut two

By Allison Borgclt

Twelvestudentsand 12adults
signed up to compete in the 12week Challenge, which began
Competition is running high May 26 and will end August 18.
in the University Bookstore laci Prowant, textbook buyer,
this summer, and it's not just recorded participants' starting
because of textbook prices. weights and will record them
Twenty-four Bookstore staff again at the end of the chalmembers — students and lenge to calculate the winner
adults alike—arc participating — the person who loses the bigin the first Bookstore Biggest gest percentage of weight.
Ixiser Challenge.
Participants can weigh
Reporter

H»NN»HSI>MlimS
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MAN WITH THE H AND:
On a 2009 University graduate, stands in Iconl of a
sculpture he made foi a class Ore's sculpture, called "Grasp" is one of eight sculptures on
display in Jerome Library.

wicks Into ifit- class, the) started
on the stone for their final projects,
orr said his favorite part ol the
SeeART|Page8

THE BG NEWS
ELLA FOWLER, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

in each week and track their
own progress throughout
the competition. The official
scale was purchased by Wendy
Schortgen, assistant merchandise manager and one
of the people who started the
Challenge. The scale is kept in
a closet in her office.
See LOSER | Page 8
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the Universitys
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
Universitys campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column.' All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the hearjines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

THE PULSE

Check out more Pulse online at
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Concert in the
City Park

Glass shop displays local talent

This Saturday Alicia's
Voice will be sponsoring a
community concert to be
held in the Bowling Green
City Park from 12 p.m. to
6 p.m. Six local bands will
perform atthe concert.
There will also be face
painting for kids as well as
food. A donation station

\ small shop in downtown Perrysburg has lit an artistic match,
and is encouraging any person interested in art to share his or her
talents with the community.
\rtforms: A Perrysburg Gallery, is located on Louisiana Avenue and
features a wide selection of art for purchase. I he shop offers stained glass,
handmade jewelry and other small knlekknacks. All of the pieces featured
were either made by store owners Kristin and Steven Kaminsk) 01 by talented
artists from around the area
Steven said thai while he enjoys making 11 karat jewelry, Kristin enjoys
working with the stain glass.
"I <lo all oi the stained glass featured in the store," Kristin said.
Anodic) ni i ne simp's priorities is to display an bora local artists,
ature focal talent," Steven said, "Thai Isoui main thrust
The Kaminskys are willing to take a look at the work of an) artist who
would like to display a pieee in their shop. If sold, the Kaminskv- and the
artist will evenly split the profit.
"We are always willing to give artists a look.'' Steven said, savin;; he
only insists thai artwork from local talent be well-made and feature
line detail.
Also, the Kaminskys can point any aspiring artist in the right
direction, by suggesting an apprenticeship in glass blowing OI
classes thai are provided in places like the Toledo Museum ol
Art or on college campuses.
\c( nidiug to Steven, customers come from all over to
check out the selection, including Find lay. Maunuv
Fostoria, Howling Green, and even some tourists from
other countries nave stopped in,
I lie shop, which has been open for eight yean,
includes pieces all ages can appreciate, from S3
small gifts to more expensive fine jewelry,
The shop is known for other things as well,
including blown glass, hand-hammered
jewelry that Steven's mother makes,
lull-service repair on jewelry, and
engraving on any metal.
i repaired my first watch
before I could drive a car."
Steven said.

will be present to help
victims of domestic
violence in Wood County.

Howard's Club H
Saturday at Howard's Club
H, watch the band Some
With Nightmares perform
as well as Flex and Marky
Dally. Call 419-552-3195
for more information.

TOLEDO
Headliners
This Tuesday, June 25.
watch the band Silverstein
as well as Poison The Well.
The Sleeping and Oceana.
Tickets are $12 in advance
and $15 at the door.

'Pelham 123'
features
acting, but a
predictable

plot
What Bradford Miller thinks:

Me said he was

Call 419-693-5500.

ARTFORMS

Frankies

Inner-City
Friday watch the band
Here Come The Robots

■%.

w/ Aaron Lechlak and the
Mapplestar Classic. Doors
open at 9 p.m. and tickets
are $5 for people 21 and
over and $7 for people
18-20. For more information call 419-695-5500.

Summer blockbust er movie previews
By Vine* Driver

'
ELSEWHERE
Cleveland
Friday watch Mojo
Risin'-The Ultimate Doors
Tribute at the Cleveland
House of Blues. Tickets
are $10-$12. For more
information call
216-523-2583.

THEY SAID IT

"We don't like their
sound, and guitar
music is. on the
way out."
-Decca Recording
Co. rejecting the

Beatles, 1962

transformers: Revenge of the
Fallen, |unc2l
Michael Bay delivers the most
ajitidpated sequel of the summer
with "Transformers: Revenge
of the Fallen". Returning a large
portion ol the cast, including
Shia I afieoul and Megan Fox
among others, the film appears
to be on track in at least match
the previous installment. With
the already massive budget of the
liisi movie injected with another
fifty million, Hay may set a new
record lor explosions per minute.
Expecl CGI robots fighting for
a long time, shia Lebeouf being
snarky and possibly annoying,
and Megan Fox being as seductive as PG-13 will allow. Bye
candy will be plentiful, actual
substance will be rare and it will
still be fun movie,
Public Enemies, Inly I
(ohnny Depp and Christian
Male team up in a 19 10'S tra
gangland film about an FBI
agent (Hale) tangling with
lohn Dillinger (Depp), (rime
drama films have been lew
and far apart recently, making
this a breath of fresh air. Depp
seems a solid choice as the
legendary gangster, while Hale
could be impressive as long as
he doesn't channel grufl voice
Batman Ol humorless luhn
Connor.

liriiiio, luly It)
The spiritual successor to
"Boial". ' Brilno" looks to he
every bit as funny. The film
follows Sacha Baron Cohen's
Bruno character, an extreme
lv flamboyant Austrian fashinn reporter, as he ambushes
unsuspecting celebrities and
ordinary people. The authenticity Ot some scenes may be
questionable, but that didn't
detract from "Borat" and it
looks to be a non-issue in this
film as well. In a poor summei for comedies, this has a
chance to be the best all year.

r

. awMowmo."
District9,Aug. II
"District 9" may be the most bizarre premise ol the summer.
I lie film tells the storj ol a South Vfrican community thrown
into turmoil when aliens land there is refugees. Instead of the
traditional violent and thick headed approach to aliens most
summer blockbusters take, the trailers make this seem more like
a thoughtful examination of a reallj far-fetched concept, which
has roiits In real world problems Peter lackson is involved, so it
has a bit of credibility to balance the risk ol a complex approach
This may be the most original mm ie this summer.
Ingkua-ioiis Hasii-rds. Aug.21

Quentin Tarantino's addition to tlie summer season will
be resenvd lor tlie end ol August.
and it kxiks to he \\<nlh the unit.
"Ingkxirixis Basterds" will showcasrihcuorsiofrarantino'slmilality as shrjweased by an American'
kxl killing squad hunting Nazis in
Worid War II. The Basicrds are
beaded by Brad Pitt U1K I II »ka a i
have the |XTtcct conibin.itinn of
humor ana violence for this style
of film. The film seemsis Ilike ii will i
in scon ill ill (
beaietumto latandno'
zone, bopefoDy echoing''Resevotr
ii> 'HescAiiir
I >>gs" instead of "Grindliouse."

I won't lie. I was not excited
at all to see this movie on
Friday night. Spending $9 of
my money on a pretty predictable and brainless flick
seemed like a big waste. Even
with the praise and approval
of Peter Travers from Rolling
Stone Magazine, this film
looked like something straight
out of a bad "Speed" remake
with some decent actors. But
low and behold, I was pleasantly surprised. Well, to a large
degree, anyway.
It opened up like any other
action movie on the market.
You know, loaded with intense
rock anthems and crazy camera angles. So far, so boring,
and it pretty much continued
in that fashion lor about ten
minutes or so. But then Denzel
Washington appeared on
screen as subway dispatcher
Walter Garbe. and the seemingly downward spiral began
to rise. The plot, although pret[\ predictable, became more of
a fun adventure rather than a
boring saunter through mud.
And it only grew stronger when
lohn Travolta was thrown into
the mix. Travolta, who played
the hijacker simply known
as Ryder, did a phenomenal
job portraying a villain who
seemed on edge, but always
kept some form of tranquil
and intelligent emotion on
demand. But the chemistry
Travolta had with Denzel. who
is always consistent with his
talent roles, was spot on. These
factors alone made the movie
worth seeing. But even with
these talents at work, a fewthings really took away from
the finished product.
As the plot progresses, Ryder,
who has hijacked the Pelham
123 tram, has demanded $10
million for the hostages he's
holding. And NYC's finest have
one hour to pull this off or
people start dying. Now, you
would think that with this
severely crucial time limit,
they would think of getting
Ryder the money as quick as
possible. If you're like me,
then the thought of quick
delivery wasn't even on your
mind. Well, 1 guess we were all
wrong. Instead of helicopter or
plane, they decided to take a
nice ninety-mile an hour drive
through New York City, complete with disgustingly cliche
and awful crashes, battles and
bruises. That whole race-tothe-tram scene was garbage
and made no sense nor gave
satisfaction to t be movie. There
were a few other crass aspects
to the film but none that truly
upset me.
Overall, this movie is still
worth seeing. Even with tlust upid chase and act ion scenes,
the performances make up for
its faults. This is the kind of
movie where predictable isn't
necessarily bad, but it's not
necessarily great either.
■
■
■
■

Grade: BDirector: Tony Scott
Runtime: 121 min.
Cast: Denzel Washington,
John Travolta, John Turturro
■ Release: June 12, 2009
■ Rating: R for violence and
pervasive language
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SIDELINES

Ace on court and in the classroom
By Andy Our id

Til be devastated when I get my
first B, but I'll get over it and like
tennis, it will just make me betTherearcmany factors University ter," she said.
Already winning a high school
tennisplayerChristineChiricosta
thinks about when she is on the state title with her sister, being
named to two All-MAC Secondcourt.
Whether Chlricosta chooses to Team selections, and her name
charge the net and play aggres- skyrocketing on the career wins
sively following a ferocious serve list at the University, Chiricosta
or stay hack and return the ball said this achievement trumps
by placing it perfectly on the all others due to the academic
baseline with a backhand stroke, recognition.
"It's one of the greatest accomshe is always calculating her best
opportunities to excel on the plishments, if not the greatest, 1
have ever had," she said. "It's diftennis court.
But being educated in tennis is ferent than anythingelsethat I've
simply not enough for Chiricosta, accomplished. The hard work is
who translates her knowledge really paying off in the classroom
on the court to the classroom, and on the court."
With tennis being primarily
continuously working hard and
improving herself through train- an individual sport, Chiricosta
prides herself on being the best
ing and studying.
"1 just have always had some- teammate and friend she can be.
"She is quite an inspiration to
thing inside of me that wants
me to make myself better." the academics and athletics. She is
sophomore said. "I probably put always working her hardest. She
more pressure on myself than is one of the best at both," freshanyone else in the world. I work man, player and assistant coach
Jessica Easdale said.
really hard."
While she puts a lot of pressure
And the hard work has paid
off on a much higger scale than on herself during her matches,
Chiricosta might have imagined. Chiricosta said she was more
With her 4.0 cumulative grade upset watching her team lose
point average, Chiricosta was a match when she was forced
named to the 2009 ESPN The out of action with a wrist injury
Magazine Women's At-Large than if she was playing herself
Academic All-America Third and lost.
"The team aspect is more
Team last week. This was the
first time in University history a important to me." she said.
Off the court, Easdale said all
women's tennis player had been
the girls are friends by going out
selected to the team.
Chiricosta said maintaining to dinner and taking weekend
an A average while preparing to vacations with one another. She
become a high school English said Chiricosta is a person, and
teacher will be a tough task, but not just an athlete, the other girls
earning this award will give her look up to.
"Christine is definitely a good
motivation to remain maintain
role model for both academics
her perfect grades.
Senior Reporter

HOCKEY
Falcons to play in
new Toledo Arena
The Nov. 21 game between
the Falcons and the
Wolverines will tentatively
be played in the new downtown arena according to
the University of Michigan's
athletic Web site. The homeand-home-series starts Nov
20 at Michigan and the game
in Toledo would serve as a
home game for the Falcons.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon teams.
Please continue to vist the
blog over thes summer as
we will continue to produce
updates on Falcons sports as
well as other teams around
the Mac
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1976-Four ABA teams
merge with the NBA, expanding the league to 22 teams.
1978-New York Yankees
pitcher Ron Guidry sets an
American League record with
18 strikeouts for a left-hander.

2008-Led by Kevin
Garnett, the Boston Celtics
win their 17th Championship.

The List
For the first time in 30 years,
the Pittsburgh Penguins were
the first pro sports team to

PLAYER
PROFILE
■ Age: 19

■ Hometown: Avon Lake Ohio
■ Major: Secondary education
major in integrated language
arts
■ Ranks 25th in wins with 85
singles and doubles victories
■ Led 2009 Falcons in overall
wins (39) and tied for first in
singles (20) and doubles (19)
■ First woman in University
history to be named an AllAmerican by the College
Sports Information Directors
of America
Source: BGSU Athletic
Department's Web site.

and tennis," Easdale said.
Chiricosta relates her dedication back to her parents who
helped her become t he person she
is today. And having a University
player on a national all-academic
team can only make the school
glad she decided to come here.
"It's fun to be able to represent
the school and student athletes in
a positive light," Chiricosta said.
And while she will continue
to work hard for her next two
years in school, Easdale knows
only good things can continue
to happen for Chiricosta beyond
awards for tennis.
"I think good things are going
to happen to Christine because
she works so hard in every aspect
in her life," she said.
"If she continues to have the
same mindset and work ethic as
she does now, there is no end to
the things she can accomplish,"
Easdale said.

Spencer, a Second Team AllMAC selection in 2009, helped
the Falcons win the MidAmerican Conference regular
season and East Division titles.
In 2009, the junior had a .385
batting average with 15 home
runsand59RBIs.
Throughout his collegiate
Freismuth had 15 goals and 42
career, Spencer's career batassists in 56 games. He's 5T0", 170- ting average of .379 is the third
pounds and will mm 21 in October. highest in University history.
Spencer also ranks eighth in
The addition of Pehoma gives
home runs (29) and seventh in
BG eight defcnsemen, including
RBIs (137).
five freshmen. BG's veterans on
defense are seniors Kyle Page and Spencer, an Oregon, Ohio resiBrian Moore, and junior Andrew
dent, was the 44th pick by the
Kretove.
Royals and 1352nd overall pick
in the draft.
University baseball player
Spencer is currently playing in
drafted
the Coastal Plains League for
University baseball player Derek the Outer Banks Daredevils.
Spencer was selected by the
Kansas City Royals in the 45th
round during last week's First
Year Player Draft.

s wee>

BG SPORTS

Hockey signs more recruits
for 2009-2010 season
The Falcons have added two
more recruits from the North
American (Junior) Hockey League
Defenseman Ryan PeJtoma of
North Iowa and forward Jerry
Freismuth of Alexandria (Minn.)
\\ ill join the program this winter.
Peltoma's 190-pound frame will
bring size to a Falcon team who is
one of the smallest in the league
The 21 -year-old had seven goals
and 26 assists in 51 games last seasoa He also had an on-ice rating of
plus-20 and 153 penalty minutes.

win a Game 7 on the road

ETHAN MAGOC

THE BG NEWS

SLAMMING THE COMPETITION: 2009 ESPN The Magazine Academic AllAmerican Christine Chiricosta in between a match last season. "It's one ol the greatest
accomplishments, if not the greatest t have ever had. The hard work is really paying off in
the classroom and on the court,' Chiricosta said about the award

Hockey players find success
By Tyler Swordrn
Sports Editor

Two hockey players who left the
program this past spring have
recently signed with new teams.
Sophomore Patrick Tiesling
and freshman Nick Bailen have
decided to lace up their skates
elsewhere considering the
uncertainty of the future toward
the University's hockey program.
During spring break, a rumor
circulated regarding the team
would not have the budget to
continue playing.
Tiesling has enrolled at Miami
University and will start school
this fall, however will not immediatey play for the Red Hawks.
Due to transfer rules, the defensive forward must sit out the 20092010 season and will be eligible to
pla\ the following season.

Originally, he was not permitted to transfer to another Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
school because of a University
bylaw.
"1 understand why the school
has that rule to protect their own
interest," Tiesling said. "But I have
aspirations to play as many years
as I can and there were no guarantees at BG."
He appealed his case with a
University committee of three
non-athletic department members and was granted permission
to leave.
AfterconsideringCCHAschools
Miami, Michigan State, Notre
Dame and Lake Superior, Tiesling
said becominga Red Hawk would
be the best fit.
"I wanted a school that was on
See ICERS | Page 7

when they defeated the
Detroit Red Wings. Here
are some other teams coming up big in the deciding

Crosby kisses cup, snubs Wings on handshake

championship game.

1.1993-94 New York
Rangers: Mark Messier
promises victory and defeats
the Canucks for the team's

After winning Game 7 of the Stanley Cup Finals,
Penguins captain creates controversy
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

first championship in 54 years.

2.1991 Minnesota
Twins: Jack Morris'10inning complete game helps
the Twins defeat the Braves.

3.2001 Arizona
Diamondbacks:
Trailing in the 9th. Luis
Gonzalez's singled helped the
D-Backs win its first title while
ending the Yankees' dynasty.

4.1969-70 New

York Knicks: The
heroics of Willis Reed playing
through injury and scoring the
first two baskets motivated
the Knicks to beat the Lakers.

5.1960 Pittsburgh
Pirates: The Steel City
had another memorable
moment when Bill Mazeroski
hit a walk-off home run. He
still remains the only player to
end a World Series this way.

PITTSBURGH-Sidney Crosby
isn't apologizing for unintentionally failing to shake hands
with some Detroit players after
Game 7 of the Stanley Cup
Finals, saying he didn't realize
the Red Wings were leaving
the ice before he joined the
handshake line.
During a chaotic postgame scene on the crowded
Joe Louis Arena ice following
Pittsburgh's 2-1 victory last
Friday, Crosby was ushered to
several live TV interviews by
NHL personnel, hugged some
teammates and was handed
the Stanley Cup by commissioner Gary Bettman.
Crosby was celebrati ng when
Red Wings captain Nicklas
Lidstrom, alternate captain
Kris Draper and some other
key Red Wings players went
to their dressing room. Crosby
estimates he shook hands with
about half the team, including
goalie Chris Osgood and coach
Mike Babcock, who congratulated him on his leadership
ability.
That wasn't enough to satisfy Draper, who told The
Associated Press that "Nick

was waiting and waiting, and
Crosby didn't come over to
shake his hand. That's ridiculous, especially as their captain, and make sure you write
that I said that!"
Crosby finds any suggestion
that he would intentionally
avoid shaking hands nonsensical, saying, "It's the easiest
thing in the world to shake
hands after you win."
After losing is different, as
the Penguins experienced a
year ago against Detroit, so
Crosby understands why some
Red Wings players quickly
shook hands and left before
the Penguins' postgame celebration began.
"I really don't need to talk
to anyone from Detroit about
it," Crosby said Sunday. "I
made the attempt to go shake
hands. I've been on that side of
things, too, I know it's not easy,
waiting around. I just won the
Stanley Cup, and I think I have
the right to celebrate with my
teammates.
"On their side of things, I
understand if they don't want
to wait around."
At 21, Crosby is the youngest captain to win a Stanley
Cup, but he routinely shows an
understanding of NHL tradi-

WUlStNCW
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HAND SHAKE: Pittsburgh Penguins' Sidney Crosby (87) shales hands with Detroit
Red Wings goalie Chris Osgood (50) alter the Penguins beat the Detroit Red Wings 2-1
to win Game 7 of the NHL hockey Stanley Cup finals in Detroit. Friday. June 12.2009.

tinns and it would be out of
character for him to snub any
such ritual.
"I had no intentions of trying
to skip guys and not shake their
hands," Crosby said. "I think
that was a pretty unreasonable
comment. The guys I shook
their hands with, they realized
I made the attempt. If I could

shake half their team's hands,
I'm sure the other half wasn't
too far behind. I don't know
what happened there.
"I have no regrets. I've been on
both sides of it. and it's not fun
being on the losing end. But it
doesn't change anything. You
still shake hands no matter
what."

So here we are again, another
sports championship and more
handshaking controversy.
Two weeks ago, my topic for
discussion centered on LeBron
James not shaking hands when
the underdog Orlando Magic
defeated the Cleveland Cavaliers
and eliminated the top seed from
the playoffs.
Now amidst the Pittsburgh
Penguins jubilation in upsetting
the Detroit Red Wings for Lord
Stanley's Cup last Friday, NHLs
poster boy Sidney Crosby is making similar headlines. See related
story to left.
Much like I made it clear how
I am not a Cleveland fan, I will
vehemently express my distaste
for the Red Wings. They are the
New York Yankees of hockey and
I am glad someone else now gets
to drink from the cup.
Moreover, I have to admit
my bias toward Crosby not just
because his talent, but the fact
he is helping revive a Canadian
game which is struggling for
interest in the United States.
Anyway, the issue is after a
SWORDEM
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home," he said.

Before coming to the University,

From Page 6

Bailen played three seasons for
the Ice.
"The Ice still owned my rights
and 1 guess the) are my home
away from home." Bailen said.
During the 2OO.ri-200(i sea
son, he was teammates with
current FalconsTodd \lcllrath
and Kyle I'age.
Asthelccscaplainin2007-2008
squad Bailen helped lead the

par or better academic wise ,iBowling (irecn is," he said.
The physical forward who studies business liked what he saw
when recently visiting Miami's
campus in Oxford.
"The facilities are great and the
business school is one of the best
in the country," lie said.
Heeling also factored in
Miami's thriving hockey pre gram
contributed to his decision.
Bailen will play for the Indiana
Ice in the United States (junior)
Hockey League next season and
then will transfer to Hensselaer
of the Eastern Collegiate

them to the Eastern Conference
regular season title.
A native of I-redotioia, N.Y,
Bailen will return to his home
statewhenheskateslorltensselaer
located in Troy, N.Y.
"Kenssclaei has a good stall, is

Bailen was one of lids hist
defensemen last season even

contribtuing offensiver) with is
goals and 10assists,
While the players did leave,
established comradery with the
players.
"1 had a blast in BG" ilesling
said.
Neither player expressed haul

feelings with an) of the coaches
or players at the University.
"I still talk to a lot of the gms
and I wisht he best lor them in the
future," Bailen said

Utah Head coach Scott Paluch
assistant coach Dennis
Williams uviv unavailable fir
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For those avid hockey fens like
myself, we must remember that
hockey is not a mainstream sport

(Irosby still should have realized

the circumstances and the hand
shake should have been more
of a priority other than kissing
the cup.

From Page 6

Since (lame 7. the Pens' captain has made it dear that he
should have shaken hands, hut
has no regrets and is unapologetic.
In the mean time, more than
just a 35 pound silver cup has
brought much needed optimism
to the Steel City.
To be honest, there might have
been no celebration for the city
of Pittsburgh if owner Mario
Lemieux had not stepped in.
In the last decade, the former
Penguin has seen his franchise hit rock bottom tiling for
bankruptcy, hut has also seen

playoff series in hockey, it is
tradition for teams to line up
and shake hands. Mind you this
game was played in Detroit; just
one of the many reasons why the
Wings probably wanted to hit the
showers as soon as possible.
Needless to say some players
wearing the red sweaters got
tired of waiting for Sid the Kid to
finish his interviews while celebrating.
In the end, Crosby didn't make
it through the line until several
Wings already went through,
including Kris Draper who took
offense and let everyone know
about it when he talked to the
media.
My feelings are mixed. Crosby,
who is only 21, was overcome
with emotion much like lames
was. It did not help NHL pets ill
nel made sure he spoke to the
media, unlike James.
Regardless, Sid is a classy,
humble athlete. But, more
importantly the center is a classy,
humble person, especially considering all the pressure being
put on him similar to lames. But

reversals of fortunes. Four years
ago. the Penguins luck changed
when the team won the draft
lottery, acquired the first overall
pick and drafted Crosby four
years ago.
The athlete nicknamed The
Next One'1 in reference to hockey
legend Wayne (iretzky "The
Great One," could not have
started playing at a better time
for a league thai was fresh oil a
season long lock-out. cancelling
the NHL season.
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1 Rock concept equipment
5 Washington successor
10 Donations to the needy
14 Sonny and Cher. e.g.
15 "The Many Loves of
Gillis":
old sitcom
16 Bug spray ingredient
17 This, in Seville
18 Motionless
19 Swan lover of myth
20 Angel
23 SFO datum
24 Tint
25 Asian counters
26 Belt holders
28 Lady of Bavaria
31 Small spasmodic reaction
32 Tablespoon, maybe
33 Disney villamess
de Vil
36 Angel
41 Portuguese capital
42 Golden rule word
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i our coupon menu at

v.pisanellos.com

$6 .50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.
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For Rent

"1. 28 3 BR aptstiouses. 09-10 sy
Avail now! See Cartyrentals com
Eltic & rooms low as S225/mo
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR. each w/ pnv. bath 8 entrance
Close to campus + utilities
Call 419-708-9981

•Across trom Kohl Hall 2- 2BR apts.
avail now & Aug. A/C. otf-st parking.
S695/mo. call 614-668-1116

Basement Apt.. Near Campus
S350/mo. utilities included
Call 419-352-5882

1 8 2 BR apts, close to campus.
ideal lor grad students, avail in May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414

Houses 8 Apartments
S. Smith Contracting. LLC.
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917

1 8 2 BR apts now 8 August
www literentals.com
or call 419-353-8208

■

Large i Bdrm. Near Campus.
Avail. Fall 2009. $475'mo, util incl.
Call 419-352-5882

1 BR apt *elticiencies.
Close to campus. Avail in Aug
Call 419-708-9981

U. S. CENSUS BUREAU NEEDS
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS!
FULL TIME TEMPORARY
POSITIONS FOR
BOWLING GREEN LOCAL
CENSUS OFFICE
ANNUAL SALARY 534.400-S50.600
VIEW POSTINGS AT
www.census.gov/detrolt
CALL 1 866 861-2010
TO SCHEDULE TEST.
The U S Census Bureau is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800
2BR house close to campus.
Irg backyard.avail Aug. ♦ util
Call 419-708-9981

3 BR house. 2 blks south ot campus.
large kitchen 8 util. room, W7D. C/A,
large yard, nice neighborhood on
Crim. S885/mo. call 419-352-7090
3 BR's tor rent within 3BR house.
A/C. 1 1/2 baths. W/D, 3 blocks Irom
campus. S375/mo * util, contact Jim
330-225-6461 jdt0915@verizonne_t

11AM 311PM

7 DAYS A WEEK

"SamB's
consistently
serves the best
food between
Perrysburgand
Columbus."

For Sale
3BR house, completely renovated,
gieat neighborhood, 5129,500
Call 419-494-6934 for an appt
ore-mail bcheetwoodOyahoocom

varsrry SQuare

Sty* 3t> locust <&.

GREEN BRIAR, INC. 1419)352-0717

Apartments

445E. WOOSIER ■ BOWLING GREEN - OHIO • 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

«»«

For Rent

tiling and ,

'BARTFNDING'uptoS300/clay No
exp. necessary. Traming-provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
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1"

1 Fruity drink
2 Grow exponentially
3 Baseball's all-tim« leader
with 4.256 hits
4 Colonnade of ancient Greece
5 Bye that's bid
6 "Death, be not proud'' poet
7 Genesis victim
8 Boglike
9 Complete collections
10 Ignore the script
11 Watch in a lustful way
12 Florentine ruling family 38 Government finger13 Radio annoyance
pointer'*
21 Beta alternative
39 Put under
22 Zahn ol TV news
40 Origin
23 He played Pierce on
43 Strolled lazily
"M-A-S^H"
44 Texas border city
27 Parisian pop
45 Humble oneself
shamelessly
28 New Brunswick's Bay
of
47 Japanese computer
29 Move, to a Realtor
giant
49 "I'll Be Your Shelter"
30 Bass and others
singer Taylor
33 XXXV x X
34 Fidel's successor
50 "A Doll's House1" play
wnght
35 Lago contents
37 "I Am...._.": Neil
51 Spiteful
54 Court order
Diamond hit
55 Top-notch
56 New Haven Ivy
57 Unit of mass, briefly
61 Thesaurus wd.

43 Math sub|.
46 Supporter
47 Snack chip
48 Lundi follower
50 Diamonds, to a fence
52 Rent
53 Angel
58 Assess .
59 Honor with barbs
60 Egyptian fertility goddess
62 First place?
63 Arm of the sea
64 Ideal for tubing, as a river
65 Senator from Kansas or North
Carolina
66 Minuscule
67 Dark clouds, often
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ACROSS

in the states.

The country north ol the 49th
parallel associates sport with
fiockey whereas America has
baseball as its pasttime.
llocke\ will never be as big
as football, basketball or base
ball, but for those who it does
interest take notice that having
Pittsburgh and Crosby win the
cup was better for the sport than
another lied Wings title.
So what il the guy who is the
youngest captain to lead his team
to a championship got lost in
the euphoria and did not shake
everyone's hands.
(Irosb) donated a plethora of
hockey equipment to the youth
program in his home town of
( ole I larbour, Nova Scotia afta
signing an endorsement with
Reebok and that hardly made
headlines. I guess sportsmanship examples make ileas) lot
the media, including myself, to
put athleticsolCroshyand lames'
calibre under a microscope.
Love him or hate him, (Irosb)
is helping I he spin I out u bile
at the same lime giving writers
like myself something to write
about, eh?
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The Toledo Blade Food Critic
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FREE HEAT

City of Bowling Green

Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located

PART-TIME | TEMPORARY POSITION

$7.30 to $7.55

GCIR

Pet & People-Friendly

The City of Bowling Green Parks
& Recreation Department is seeking

419-353-7715

Programmer for Fitness & Kiwanis Kids Club
in the following classifications:

This position is responsible for developing programs, implementing
programs and assisting patrons of the Bowling Green Training and
Community Center and maintaining a clean facility under the direction of '
the Fitness Manager. Responsible for ensuring the safely and satisfaction
of fitness class customers and enforcing all safety rules uniformly. This
position will also be responsible for stalling the Kiwanis Kids Club al the
Bowling Green Training and Community Center. Knowledge of community
center staffing and programming related to fitness programs and services
in a municipal parks and recreation setting preferred. This is a part-time.
temporary position without fringe benefits. Work may involve irregular
hours including night and/or weekend meetings and programs.
Applications will be accepted Mon-Fri from 8:00am-4:30pm in the Personnel
Department, City of Bowling Green, 304 N. Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio.
Resumes alone are unacceptable.

Mi

DT*»"

M F 8:00am 4:30pm | (419) 354-6229 | bgpersonnel@bgohio.org
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SIDELINES

Ace on court and in the classroom
By Andy Ourid
Senior Reporlei

HOCKEY
Falcons to play in
new Toledo Arena
The Nov 21 game between
the Falcons and the
Wolverines will tentatively
be played in the new downtown arena according to
the University of Michigan's
athletic Web site The homeand-home-series starts Nov
20 at Michigan and the game
in Toledo would serve as a
home game for the Falcons.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued news and updates
on your favorite Falcon teams.
Please continue to vist the
blog over thes summer as
we will continue 'o produce
updates on Falcons sports as
well as other teams around
the Mac
www.bgnewssports.com

I herearemanyfactorsUniversity
tennisplayerChristineChiricosta
thinks about when she is on the
court.
u hei her (Ihiricosta chooses to
charge the nel and play aggressively Following a ferocious serve
or siav back and return the ball
in placing ii perfectly on the
baseline with a backhand stroke,
she is always calculating her best
opportunities to excel on the
tennis court.
Km being educated in tennis is
simply not enough forChiricosta,
who translates her knowledge
on the court to the classroom,
continuously working hard and
improving herself through training and studying.
I jusi have always had something inside of me thai wants
me in make myself better," the
sophomore said. "I probably put
more pressure on myself than
anyone else in the world. I work
really haul
And the hard work has paid
oil mi a much biggei scale than
Chiricosta might have imagined.

With her 4.0 cumulative grade
point average. Chiricosta was
named 10 the 2009 ESPN I he
Magazine Women's At large
At ademic All Vmerica I hird
learn last week I his was the
litsi lime in University hisicm a
women's tennis player had been
selected to the team.
( hiricosta said maintaining
an \ average while preparing to
become a high school English
teal her will he a tough task, hut
earning this award will give her
motivation to remain maintain
her perfect grades.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1976—Four ABA teams
merge with the NBA, expanding the league to 22 teams.
1978-New York Yankees
pitcher Ron Guidry sets an
American League record with
18 strikeouts for a left-hander.
2008-Led by Kevin
Garnett. the Boston Celtics
win their 17th Championship.

The List
For the first time in 30 years,
the Pittsburgh Penguins were
the first pro sports team to
win a Game 7 on the road
when they defeated the
Detroit Red Wings. Here
are some other teams coming up big in the deciding
championship game.

1.1993-94 New York
Rangers: Mark Messier
promises victory and defeats
the Canucks for the team's
first championship in 54 years.
2.1991 Minnesota
Twins: Jack Morris'10inning complete game helps
the Twins defeat the Braves.

3.2001 Arizona
Diamondbacks:
Trailing in the 9th. Luis
Gonzalezs singled helped the
D-Backs win its first title while
ending the Yankees' dynasty.

4.1969-70 New
York Knicks: The
heroics of Willis Reed playing
through injury and scoring the
first two baskets motivated
the Knicks to beat the Lakers.

5.1960 Pittsburgh
Pirates: The Steel City
had another memorable
moment when Bill Mazeroski
hit a walk-off home run. He
still remains the only player to
end a World Series this way

"I'll be devastated when I get my
liisi li, hut III get over ii and like
tennis, it will just make me better," she said.
\ 11 eady winning a h igh school
state title with her sister, being
named to two AJ1-MAC Second
learn selections, and her name
skyrocketing on the career wins
lisi ai the University, Chiricosta
said this achievement trumps
all others due to the academic
recognition.
'It's one ot the greatest accomplishments, it not the greatest, i
have ever had," she said. "It's different than anything else thai I've
accomplished. The hard work is
really paying offin the classroom
and on the court."
With tennis being primarily
an individual spon. Chiricosta
prides herself on being the best
teammate and friend she can he.
"She is quite an inspiration to
academics and athletics. She is
always working her hardest She
is one1 of the best at both." freshman, player and assistant coach
lessica Easdale said.
While she puts a lot of pressure
mi herself during her matches,
Chiricosta said she was more
upset watching her team lose
a match when she was forced
out of action with a wrist injury
than if she was playing herself
and lost.
"The team aspect is more
impoi tant to me," she said.
Off the court. Lasdale said all
the girls are friends by going out
to dinner and taking weekend
vacations with one another. She
said Chiricosta is a person, and
no) |iisi an athlete, the other girls
look up to.
"Christine is definitely a good
role model for both academics

PLAYER
PROFILE
■ Age: 19

■ Hometown: Avon Lake Ohio
■ Major: Secondary education
major in integrated language
arts
■ Ranks 25th in wins with 85
singles and doubles victories
■ Led 2009 Falcons in overall
wins (39) and tied for first in
singles (20) and doubles (19)
■ First woman in University
bistoiy to be named an AllAmerican by the College
Sports Information Directors
of America
Source: BGSU Athletic
Departments Web site.

and tennis, I asdalesaid.
Chiricosta relates her dedication back to her parents who
helped her become the perse in she
is today. And having a University
play er on a national all-academic
team can only make the school
glad she decided to come here.
"It's fun to be able to represent
i he school and student athletes ill
a positive light," Chiricosta said.
And while she will continue
to work hard for her next two
years in school, Easdale knows
only good things can continue
to happen lor Chiricosta beyond
awards for tennis.
"I think good things are going
to happen to Christine because
she works so hard in every aspect
in her life," she said.
-If she continues to have the
Same mindset and work ethiC as

MKJCWS

she does now there is no end to

American Christine Chmcosta in between a match last season "it's one of the greatest

llie [hint's she call accomplish"

accomplishments, if not the greatest. I have evei had The hard wofk is really paying off m

Easdale said.

the classroom and on the court." Chmcosta said about the award

Spencer, a Second Team AIIMAC selection in 2009, helped
the Falcons win the MidAmerican Conference regular
season and East Division titles.
In 2009, the junior had a .385
batting average with 15 home
runsand59RBIs.
Throughout his collegiate
1'reismuth had 15 goals and 42
career, Spencer's career batassists in 56 games. 1 le's 510", 170- ting average of .379 is the third
pounds and will turn 21 in October. highest in University history.
Spencer also ranks eighth in
TJie addition of Peltoma gives
home runs (29) and seventh in
BG eight defensemen. including
RBIs(137).
five freshmen. BG's veterans on
defense are seniors Kyle Page and Spencer, an Oregon, Ohio resiBrian Moore, and junior Andrew
dent, was the 44th pick by the
Kreiove.
Royals and 1352nd overall pick
University baseball player in the draft.
Spencer is currently playing in
drafted
the Coastal Plains League for
University baseball player Derek the Outer Banks Daredevils.
Spencer was selected by the
Kansas City Royals in the 45th
round during last week's First
Year Player Draft.

BG SPORTS

Hockey signs more recruits
for 2009-2010 season
The Falcons have added two
more recruits from the North
American (Junior) Hockey League.
Defenseman Ryan Peltoma of
North Iowa and forward Jerry
fnasmuth of Alexandria (Minn.)
will join the program this winter.
Pchoma's 190-pound frame will
bring size to a Falcon team who is
one of the smallest in the league.
The 21-year-old had seven goals
and26assistsin51 games last season. He also had an on-ice rating of
phis-20 and 153 penalty minutes.

ETHANKAGOC

SLAMMING THE COMPETITION: ?009 ESPN The Magazine Academic All-

Hockey players find success
By Tyler Sworden
Sports Editor

Two hockey players who left the
program this past spring have
recently signed with new teams.
Sophomore Patrick Tiesling
and freshman Nick Bailen have
decided to lace up their skates
elsewhere considering the
uncertainty of the future toward
the University's hockey program.
During spring break, a rumor
circulated regarding the team
would not have the budget to
continue playing.
Tiesling has enrolled at Miami
University and will start school
this fall, however will not immediatey play for the Red I lawks.
Due to transfer rules, the defensive forward must sit out I he 20092010 season and will be eligible to
play the following season.

Originally, he was not permitted to transfer to another Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
school because of a University
bylaw.
"1 understand why the school
has that rule to protect their own
interest," Tiesling said. "But I have
aspirations to play as many years
as I can and there were no guarantees at BG."
He appealed his case with a
University committee of three
non-athletic department members and was granted permission
to leave.
AfterconsideringCCHAschools
Miami, Michigan State, Notre
Dame and lake Superior, Tiesling
said becoming a Red I lawk would
be the best fit.
"I wanted a school that was on
SeelCERS|Paqe7

Crosby kisses cup, snubs Wings on handshake
After winning Game 7 of the Stanley Cup Finals,
Penguins captain creates controversy
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

I'll rSBURGH—Sidney Crosby
isn'l apologizing for unintentionally failing to shake hands
with some Detroit players after
Game 7 of the Stanley Cup
Finals, saying he didn't realize
the Reel Wings were leaving
the ice before he joined the
handshake line.
During a chaotic postgame scene on the crowded
Joe I niiis Arena ice following
Pittsburgh's 2-1 victory last
Friday, Crosby was ushered to
several live TV interviews by
Mil personnel, hugged some
teammates and was handed
the Stanley Cup by commissioner Gary Bettman.
Crosby wascelebrating when
Red Wings captain N'icklas
Lidstrom, alternate captain
KM-, draper and some other
key Red Wings players went
to their dressing room. Crosby
estimates he shook hands with
about half the team, including
goalie Chris Osgood and coach
Mike Babcock, who congratulated him on his leadership
ability.
That wasn't enough to sat
istv Draper, who told The
Associated Press that Nick

was v..mini', and waiting, and
Crosby didn't come over to
shake his hand. That's ridiculous, especially as their cap
tain, and make sure you write
that I said that!"
Crosby finds any suggestion
that he would intentionally
avoid shaking hands nonsen
sical, saying, "It's the easiest
thing in the world to shake
hands after you win."
After losing is different, as
the Penguins experienced a
year ago against Detroit, so
Crosby understands why some
Red Wings players quickly
shook hands and left before
the Penguins' postgame celebration began.
"I really don't need to talk
to anyone from Detroit about
it," Crosby said Sunday. "1
made the attempt to go shake
hands. I've been on that side of
things, too. I know it's not easy,
waiting around. I just won the
Stanley Cup, and 1 think I have
the right to celebrate with my
teammates.
"On their side of things, I
understand if they don't want
to wail around."

At 21, Crosby is the youngest captain to win a Stanley
Cup, but he routinely shows an
understanding of NHL tradi-

PAUL SANCYA
HAND SHAKE: Pittsburgh Penguins' Sidney Oosby (87) shakes hands with Detroit
Red Wings goalie Chi is Osgood (50) aftei the Penguins beat the Detroit Red Wings 2-1
to win Game 7 ol the NHL hockey Stanley Cup finals in Detroit Friday. June 12.2009.

lions and it would he out of
character for him to snub any
such ritual.
"I had no intentions of trying
to skip guys and not shake their
hands," Crosby said. "I think
that was a pretty unreasonable
comment. The guys I shook
their hands with, they realized
I made the attempt. If I could

shake half their team's hands,
I'm sure the other half wasn't
too far behind. I don't know
what happened there.
"I have no regrets. I've been on
both sides of it, and it's not fun
being on the losing end. Bill it
doesn't change anything. You
still shake hands no matter
what."

So here we are again, another
sports championship and more
handshaking controversy.
Two weeks ago, my topic for
discussion centered on LcBron
lames not shaking hands when
the underdog (Irlando Magic
defeated the Cleveland Cavaliers
and eliminated the top seed from
the playoffs.
Now amidst the Pittsburgh
Penguins jubilation in upsetting
the Detroit Red Wings for Lord
Stanley's Cup last 1'riday. NHL's
poster boy Sidney Crosby is making similar headlines. See related
story to left.
Much like 1 made it clear how
I am not a Cleveland fan, I will
vehemently express my distaste
for the Red Wings. They are the
New York Yankees of hockey and
I am glad .someone else now gets
to drink from the cup.
Moreover. I have to admit
my bias toward Crosby not just
because his talent, but the fact
he is helping revive a Canadian
game which is struggling for
interest in the United States.
Anyway, the issue is after a
See SWORDEN
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\a< or better academk wise as
BowUngGreenis,"hesaid.
The physical forward who studies business liked what he saw
when recently visiting Miami's
campus in Oxford.
"The facilities are great and the
business school is OTIC of (he best
in the country," he said.
Tit-sling also factored in
Miami'sthrivinghocke) program
contributed to his decision,
Bailen will play for the Indiana
Ice in the United States (Junior)
Hockey League next season and
then will transfer to Rensselaei
of the Eastern Collegiate

Athletic < onference for the

rich in tradition and is < lose to

2010 2011

home, he said.
Bailen was one ol lid's best

Mason.

Before coming to the University,
Bailen played three seasons for
the Ice,
" I lie Ice siill owned mj lights
and I guess thej arc my home
awayfrom home," Bailen said.
During the 200 i 2006 sea
son, he was teammates with
current Falcons ("odd Mcllrath
and Kyle Page.
\s the Ice's captain in2007-2008
squad, Bailen helped lead the
them to the I astern Conference
regular season title,
\ native ol I redonoia, N.Y.,
Bailen will return to his home
statewhenheskatesfoi Rensselaei
located in rroy, Vi
"Rensselaei has a good staff, is

7

The Daily Crossword Fix

defensemen last season even
contribtuing offensive!) with <•
goals and 10 assists.
While the players did leave,
established i omrader) with the
players
"I had a blast in lid.'' nesting
said
Neithet playei expressed haul
feelings with any ol the i naches
or players at the I Ini
I still talk in a lot ol the guys
and I wish the best for them ill tlie
Inline.'' Bailen said
liriili Head coadi Scott Palucli
/mil assistant coach Dennis
Williams unc unavailable /<»
comment.
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From Page 6
playotl series in hockey, ii is
tradition for teams to line up
and shake hands. Mind you this
ganieuas played in Delroil jusi
one ofthe many reasons whj the
Wings probably wanted tohti the
showers as si ion as possible.
Needlessio.,n .cum pl.iyis
wearing the red sweaters got
tired of waiting for Sid the Kid to
finish his interviews while eel
ablating.
In the end, (Irosby didn't make
it through the line until several
Wings already went through,
including Kris I Iraper u ho took
offense and let every one know
about it when he talked to the
media.
My feelings are mixed! rosby,
who is only 21. was crverctime
with emotion much like lames
w as. It did not help Mil persi innd made sure lie spoke to the
media, unlike lames.
Regardless. Sid is a classy,
humble athlete. But, more
importantly the center is a class).
humble person, especially consideringall the pressure being
put on him similar to lames llui

(rosin still should have realized
the circumstances and the hand
shake should have been more
ofa priority other than kissing
the cup.
Since Game 7, the Pens'cap
tain has made it clear thai he
should have shaken hands, but
has no regrets and is unapologetic.
In the mean time, more than
just a t i pound silvet cup has
brought nun h needed optimism
to the Steel City.
lo he honest, there might have

been no celebration fort lie city
ol Pittsburgh ifownei Mario
I emieux bad not stepped In,
In the last decade, thefomiei

Penguin has seen bis tun
chise hit rock bottom filing tin
bankruptcy, but has also seen
reversals ol fortunes, I ouryears
ago, the Penguins luck changed
when the team won the draft
lottery, acquired the first overall
pick and drafted Crosb) fout
years ago.
The athlete nicknamed" I he
Next One" in reference to hockej
legend Wayne Grerzkj I lie
Great One," could not have
started playing at a better time
foi a league that was fresh ofl a
season long lock out, cancelling
the Mil.season.

I H thosea\ id hoi kej fans like
myself, we must remembei thai
hockey Is not a mainstream spori
in the states.
I hecounm north of the 19th
parallel,i—ui iatesSDOrl with
hockey whereas \mericahas
baseball as its pasttime.
Hockey will nevci be as big
as football, basketball or base
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VOTED BEST PIZZA

ABOUT
PISHIM€LLO'Sp S*
UR SPECIAL?!
f
"^l,V€RV
$6 50 Minimum

203MMoin
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

r coupon menu at
3isanellos.com

352-5166 I
|S

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

e BG News
Classified
Ads

For Rent

For Rent

"1 2 S 3 BR apls/houses 09-10 sy
Avail now1 See Canyrenlals com
Ellic & rooms low as S225/mo.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Avail now nev.iy remodeled apl W'
3 BR eacn w pnv bath & entrance
Close to campus * utilities

"Across Irom Kohl Hall 2- 2BR apis
avail now & Aug A/C. oll-sl parking
S695/mo, call 614-668-1116

Basement Apt Near Campus
S350.mo utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882

1 & 2 BR apis, close lo campus.
ideal lor grad students, avail m May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414

Houses & Apartments
S Smith Contracting. LLC
.-..-. Dgapartments com
419-352-8917

Call 419-708-9981

i

1 S 2 BR apts now & August
www literentals.com
or call 419-353-8208

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNNODSES

Large 1 Bdrm Near Campus.
Avail Fall 2009 S475/mo. util mcl
Call 419-352-5882

1BR apt ♦efficiencies
Close to campus. Avail in Aug

www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

Call 419-708-9981

CAMPBELL HILLTOWNHOUSES

Help Wanted
3 BR house 2 btks south of campus.
large kitchen & util room W/D C'A.
large yard, nice neighborhood on

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
'BARTENDING'up to S300.'day No
exp. necessary Traming-provided
Call 800-965-6520 . ■

3 BR s for rent within 3BR house.
A.'C 1 1/2 baths W/D 3 blocks from
campus S375/mo + ulil. contact Jim
330-225-6461 |dl0915@verizon net

For Sale
3BR house, completely renovated,
great neighborhood S129.500
Call 419-494-6934 for an appt
or e-mail bcheetwood@yahoo com

varsiTu SQuare

J& Sty* lift ItxUtt! t&_

Apartments

445:. WOOSIER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 43402

11AM m 11PM

•7 DAYS A WEEK

"SamBs
consistently
serves the best
food between
Perrysburg and
Columbus."
The Toledo Blade Food Critic

TTX^NilNMJrTTTCTTslT

IE-IN©DEtlVERY

I 1 ' ■>

FREE HEAT
Private entrance
Dishwasher

PART-TIME | TEMPORARY POSITION

$7.30 to $7.55 ^

Conveniently Located
Pet & People-Friendly

The City of Bowling Green Parks
& Recreation Department is seeking
Programmer for Fitness & Kiwanis Kids Club

1- 10-5

in the following classifications:
This position is responsible lot developing programs, implementing
programs and assisting patrons ol' the Bow ling Green Training ami
Community Center and maintaining a clean facility under the direction of
the Fitness Manager. Responsible for ensuring the safety and satisfaction
of fitness class customers and enforcing all safety rules uniformly. This
position will also be responsible lot staffing the Kiwanis Kids Club at the
Bowling Green Training and Community Center. Knowledge of community
center stalling and programming related to liiness programs and services
in a municipal parks and recreation setting preferred. This is a part-time,
temporary position without fringe benefits. Work ma) involve irregular
hours including night and/or weekend meetings and programs.
Applications will be accepted Mon Fri from 8:00am 4:30pm in the Personnel
Department, City of Bowling Green, 304 N. Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio.
Resumes alone are unacceptable.

Sal l(>-2

www.bgohio.org/departments/personneldepartment/employment-opportunities
bgpersonnel@bgohio.org
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Tires
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Anyi
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sambs.cn

419-353-7715

I

Applications available online at

M-F 8:00am-4:30pm | (419)354-6229 |

2BR house close lo campus
Irg backyard.avail Aug * util
Call 419-708-9981

Crim S885/mo. call 419-352-7090

U. S. CENSUS BUREAU NEEDS
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS!
FULL TIME TEMPORARY
POSITIONS FOR
BOWLING GREEN LOCAL
CENSUS OFFICE
ANNUAL SALARY S34.JOO-S50.600
VIEW POSTINGS AT
www. census, gov'detroit
CALL 1 866 861-2010
TO SCHEDULE TEST.
The U S Census Bureau is an
Equal Opporlunily Employer

GREENBRIAR, INC. 1419)352-0717

& City of BG Personnel Department
304 N. Church St. Bowlinci Green, Ohio 43402-2399

Sr ■

65 Senator from Kansas or North
Carolina
.scule
67 Dark clouds, ofl

419-372-6977

City of Bowling Green
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I

hockey equipment to the youth
program in his home town ol
dole I larbour, Mova Scotia aftei
signing an endorsement with
Reebok and thai liardlj made
headlines. I guess sportsman
ship examples make il easj lor
■he media, induding myself to
put athletics ofl rosb) and lames'
calibre under a mil roscope,
I ovehimoi hate him, Crosb)
is helping the sport out while
at the same time giving writers
like mysell something to write
about, eh?
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Japanese compute'

57 Unit of '^ass. bnetly
61 Th«

a/ !

Pittsburgh and Crosb) win the
cup was better for the sport than
anothei Red Wings title.
So what iftheguywhoisthe
youngest captain to lead his team
to a championship got lost in
the euphoria and did not shake
everyone's hands,
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USG
From Page 4
said this would give the area
■Wre of a welcoming fool.
Mutgi and Basch, along
With all senators, approved
Rewart's efforts Inn said
funding would be a crucial
issue in order lor this project
to take place.

Change of Clothes

Senator of the College ol
Lducation loe Kdcns present
ed a seal he had been work
ingon for USG, which would
I"' placed on each member's
polo shin.
Bdens hopes to initiate the
seal for the upcoming fall
semester for any publications

LOSER

adclies.ed 10 the students,
such as the letters they are
mailing out.
"We represent students! we
tackle issues. I his seal shows
that [and| helps us stand out,"
said I dens.
l-dens added he wanted

in "encompass core values
ot list; into the seal," which
is why his proposed seal
features pictures of graduating students, Freddie ami
Frieda Falcon and the Student
Union.

Othei topics briefly discussed included a possible
crosswalk on Mercer Sneer.
over-occupancy in Bowling
Green apartments and goals
for USG to utilize its Facebook
group, Well sire and the
University's VouTube channel.
as ware hing portion si/es, exer
(ising and working out with

wii Pit, a fitness video game.

From Page 4

DISCOUNT
From Page 4
Gilreath said it would save
students a lot of money if more
professors agreed to offer their
textbooks as rental texts.
Digital textbooks, called
eBookSi are also sold at the
Bookstore. According to the
Bookstore Website, "Substantial
savings can be realized off the
new hook price when choosing an cBook over a new book,
the amount varies by publisher.
There is no buyback option on
ancBook."
Other area bookstores are
working to provide students
with savings as well.
The Student Book F.xchange
on Bast Wooster Street is still

"It's a lot easier to
lose weight when
you have the support of people
around you."

We've gol some really com
"It was kind of a collaborative petitive people here,"Schortgen
effort." Schortgen said. " I here said, "I think that some people
were several of us thai had will stick with il jusi for that
gone to Weight Watchers and reason alone
Anothei motivational facdecided totakethesummi roff,
but still wanted lo keep our tor in the competition is the
Wendy Schortgen | Univ Bookstore
selves accountable ... We kind monetary prize given to the
ot modeled ii very looselj aftei "Biggesl Loser." Schortgen said
After her first week as
Weight Watchers.'
each participant contributed
Schortgen said working .n SKI. and the "Biggesl I oser" a Challenge participant.
Pasquale said she was happy
the Bookstore requires a lot of will receive a portion of that.
I think the first and sec- with her progress: she lost four
sittingat desks, and she's heard
people grumbling about their ond place people will each get pounds.
T exercise al least twice a
weight and the difficulties the) something," she said.
Nicole Pasquale, a senior week." Pasquale said, describlace trying to lose weight,
"It's a lot easier to lose weight and the accounts payable slu- ing the changes she has made
when you have the support ol denl assistant al i In1 Bookstore, in her lifestyle. "I haven't drank
people around yon.'' she said, said she will probably put the pop ... I don't go out to eat any"We thought we'd give n a shot." prize money toward books more, and if 1 go to a party or
Schortgen said after the il she wills the contest. She something, 1 portion my food. I
first week of the competition, said she was motivated lo don't overeat."
Customer Service Supervisor
people told hei the) had losl join the competition because
between one pound and 4.6 she wants to lose 20 pounds Cory Reinhard was part of the
pounds, she said she lost 4.6 and become healthier, and Weight Watchers program last
pounds and has been counting because many of her co-work- fall and spring, and she decided to enter the summer comWeight Wale hers points as well ers arc participating.

ART

biblical character Lot's wife.
In Genesis 19, Lot's wife, who is
The whole time you're chipping never actually named, is turned
.rv\,i\ at the stone and it looks like into a pillar of salt after she looks
nothing," he said. "Il only comes back toward the town from which
she and her husband are fleeing.
mgci her right at the end."
Near "Grasp" is junior Cod was destroying the town, but
Michael Romanin's sculp- angelstnldl.otandhis family their
ture, called "Looking Back." lives would be spared if they left
looking Back" is a bust of the theo twn and never looked back.
nice al the end lo see a finished

product

From Page 4
class, and oi sculpting in general was the end. seeing the Rnal
result after months of work, lie
said right up until its completion,
il is impossible to tell how a sculp
lure is going to lurn out and it's

offering as many used books
as it can, according to Manager
Kent Kokomoor.
"Probably 99 percent of the
time on used books we're going
to be cheaper," Kokomoor said,
referring to the University
Bookstore and Beat the
Bookstore, which is also located
on Last Wooster.
Students wishing to purchase
books from SBX can do so in the
store, and they can also reserve
texts online for store pick-up.
Kokomoor said SBX has a guaranteed buyback program, and
the store doesn't sell textbooks
online because used book prices
can fluctuate.
SBX is holding a drawing
which freshmen can enter for
a chance to win free textbooks
for spring 2010. Kokomoor said
petition with a goal of losing 10
percent of her weight.
Reinhard said she, like
Pasquale, has been watching her portion sizes, choosing healthier foods, cutting
out soda, and exercising more.
She said she's been counting
Weight Watchers points and
driving past the Dairy Queen
instead of stopping there, too.
"Il helps you make better
choices, because you think.
I'm in a contest, and I probably shouldn't eat chocolate,'"
Reinhard said. "I realize that
I can still have ice cream, but
maybe I'll choose the low fat
frozen yogurt instead of the
chunky, chunky chocolate."
Reinhard said if she wins,
she might put her prize money
toward an elliptical machine or
another Wii Fit game.
T probably will not be the
one that wins, but you never
know," Reinhard said. "If we
all become a little healthier in
the meantime, we'll all become
happier al work, too."

freshmen who come in to the
store can fill out a paper to enter.
The winner will be selected
August 1.
Beat the Bookstore's "Book
Master" Steve Smith said the
store pays students in cash for
their textbooks and also offers
students a buyback incentive of
in-slore credit of 125 percent.
Smith said Beat the Bookstore
sells old editions for low prices,
and he recommended that students check with their professors to see if they can use old
editions of the recommended
texts.
"Usually, the books are pretty
much the same edition to edition," Smith said.
Smith said the store is working on a Web site and that students can e-mail the store with

their book requests.
"We do special-order books,
and we don't charge extra for
that," he said, explaining that
students can get new books in
two days and used copies in
seven to ten days, with shipping
and handling already included
in the shelf price. He said students can get new books the
next day for about $5 extra.
Overholt and Kokomoor recommended that students order
or reserve their textbooks online
as soon as possible to ensure
they can get used copies.
Smith said "saavy students"
are in Beat the Bookstore a
week or two before the semester
starts.
"Go ahead and shop around,
because prices do vary between
all three stores," Kokomoor said.

ARTFORM
From Page 5
born into an artistic lifestyle
because his father owned an art
store.
The Kaminskys not only
encourage customers to take a
gander at the mini-glass animals, flower twists, paperweights and blown glass, but
to also just stop in the shop to
chat with the owners or their
pets, three dogs named Sam,
Gibson and Daisy. According to
Kaminsky, they draw in a large
customer base, and even bring
in employees as well.
After bringing his own dogand
visiting the shop almost every
day. the Kaminskys offered
University student Alex I'riesner
a job. I'riesner said he loves working at Artforms and has been
there for three years now.
For anyone looking to purchase art for their home or to
display and sell art of their own,
Artforms' arms are wide open.

Romanin said he sees many
parallels between the story of
Lol'swifeandtoday'sworld. He
said he made his sculpture to
send a message to a culture he
believes is headed in the wrong
direction.
"I thought it was a very relevant
Story to today," he said. "I think
our culture is looking longingly at

what il calls freedom, but what I
think is bad for it. To me it's just a
call to obedience for Christians."
Romanin said he thought of the
idea for his project about a year
and a half ago, and the class gave
him the perfect opportunity to
actually sculpt the picture he created in his mind.
The sculptures were set up in

ALAINABUZAS I IMEBGNEWS

LOOKING WITH A SHARP EYE:
Steven Kammski carefully sets diamonds into
a silver band at Aitfbrns "(My work] allows
me to have fun and make a living out of it.'
Kaminski sard.

the library at the end of spring
semester, and will remain for
most of the summer. Acquisitions
Coordinator Julie Raybine, who
spends 40 hours a week working in the library, said they are a
nice addition to the atmosphere
in lerome.
"I always have to resist touching
them," she said.
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